
Cecee 39, black dwarf and brown dwarf

● ● ●
●

Close binary (15 AU)

1.5 AU: Pacifique: Gas giant, small Class 5 G5/R3/A1/P5/H0  10 moons: Small, Small, Small, Sub-Terran, Small, Tiny, Ring system, Tiny, Small, Small
Any ambient light picks out a mid-blue, almost featureless globe of slowly circulating gases.

iv: Mariana: Sub-Terran, Class 4 G1/R3/A0/P0/H0. Mining colony, CL 1, LL 1. Human (mutant) 100%
A relatively dense object rich in iron, nickel, chromium and tin, even under the light of an active primary, Mariana would probably look mostly 

dark grey. A large reactor, smelter and rolling mill tower over the habitat with visible glowing exhaust stacks, supporting shipments of good-quality 
sheet steel, girders and wire. The settlement also formulates and trades explosives for mining and specialist uses.

The mutant population migrated in a mass away from increasing dislike and disadvantage at Ybim's Star, developing a town charter and 
municipal government of their own from the parent colony's example, though in a small population these formalities have mostly fallen into abeyance.



Fovspy, white dwarf

○
This is a remnant of a massive star that once ejected material that remains visible as the Semicolon Nebula.



Greener, main sequence Class F, main sequence Class A

○ ●
Close binary (45 AU)

Perspicacity Base, space station (stellar nation (Galactic Concord), CL 1, LL 1, Type 4 miniport)
Nominally a detached campus of the Stellar Phenomena Institute headquartered in the Concord Prime Neutrality, this stellar physics research station 
in fact operates at the whims of competing academics (d4+1 leaders at any time) and their staff and student devotees.



Gshdji's Star, 3 x main sequence Class M

● ● ●
3 stars, close binary (0.2 AU), distant (300 AU)

The elemental composition of Gshdji's binary pair suggests an age billions of years younger than their captured companion.

Several small masses wander irregularly around and between the stellar bodies, never approaching closely enough to offer any chance of surface life
or differentiated geology.



Heftx, main sequence Class B, main sequence Class G, main 
sequence Class M

● ● ●
A/C distant binary (270 AU), B (765 AU)

An intense blue star illuminates the Heftx Nebula, with primordial matter distributed unevenly to smaller companions that tint its glow with greenish 
and purplish tones.



Kaleki, main sequence Class F, main sequence Class O

● ●
Distant binary (320 AU)

Kaleki's brillant and strange radiance adds to the play of colours within the sector.



Kuevf's Star, main sequence Class M

●
Through a series of oversights and coincidences, there has been no recorded visit of a human scout or surveyor to Kuevf's Star, nor is the system 
interesting enough to raise any known conspiracy theory about this circumstance.



Ladtho's Star, main sequence Class M, main sequence Class M, 
brown dwarf

●… ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

⁞⁞ ⁞⁞⁞⁞ ● ●●

Defence Type Two

3 stars: close binary (3 AU), distant binary (240 AU)
Described by many as a slightly outlying group of the larger Heftx system, the great blue star often sheds a stronger light than stars recognised in the 
system, though no heat. Planets and moons are often difficult to make out above as dim red crescents and deep shadows.

Lighting conditions

If undefined, d6 Lighting Visibility grade Visibility modifier Visibility Person / Vehicle / Terrain

1-2 blue starlight of Heftx Moderate +1 20/50/500m

3-4 deep red starlight or moonglow Extreme +3 20/50/500m

5-6 distant starlight Extreme +3 2/5/10m

- artificial light (by source) Marginal to Amazing +0 to -3 Per lit area

Temperatures are moderated by atmospheres, if any, but broadly at Outer System levels (H0) resembling the orbit of Neptune and beyond.

A/B
0.1 AU: Asteroid belt

C: Mystery Machine
An outer cluster of similarly-sized planetary masses.

0.2 AU: Fred, Gas giant, small, 10 moons: Small, Small, Ring system, Tiny, Small, Small, Ring system, Small, Small, Tiny
Class 5 G5/R3/A1/P5/H0



0.3 AU: Daphne, Gas giant, small, 9 moons: Ring system, Tiny, Ring system, Small, Small, Small, Small, Ring system, Ring system
Class 5 G5/R3/A1/P5/H0
Known for spectacular A to D rings, reserved for scenic protection after few rare resources were charted.

0.7 AU: Shaggy, Super-Terran, cold, 3 moons: Tiny, Sub-Terran, Tiny
Class 2 G3/R1/A1/P4/H1, Series I life (simple), Series II life (complex)
Shaggy's forest analogues are underground networks of thick trunks generating internal heat and piping richly concentrated fluids, named 

thermoveins. This apex life form modifies the landscape significantly in branching patterns, producing a detectable heat from the ground, a rounded 
appearance and low-lying bogs of hydrocarbon slush. Thermoveins support simple chemosynthetic bacteria that can also infect circulatory systems of
offworld life, in which they consume blood sugars and excrete respiratory products, inducing lethargy and a peculiar body odour.

ii: Scooby, Sub-Terran Class 2 G1/R2/A1/P1/H0, Ocean (complete), Series II life (simple), mining colony (independent, CL 4 (645,000), LL 4, 
Type 3 baseport, d4-1 corporate security frigates)

Floating stations with multiple circular pads around a raised central hub, called spinners, extract chemical feedstocks and hydrogen fuel from 
the methane-covered surface for shipment through the Great Danish Refinery base. Major resource conglomerates have each devolved separate 
divisions to provide stable management to the increasing workforce of this well-established colony.

1.5 AU: Velma, Gas giant, small, 3 moons: Sub-Terran, Sub-Terran, Small
Class 5 G5/R3/A1/P5/H0
i: Jinkies, Sub-Terran Class 2 G1/R2/A1/P1/H0, Ocean (sparse), Varied terrain, permanent colony (independent, CL 3 (60,000), LL 0, Type 4 

miniport)
The ice-pocked moon has gathered an enclave of unruly and eccentric groups unsuited to interstellar and corporate rule, many offering 

deniable services and points of exchange to visiting ships.
Increasing numbers of residents, known as Acceptors, host an engineered fungal symbiont that maintains a constant signal environment of 

shared emotional urges. Informal training classes within the habitat develop more extensive abilities in mediated telepathy. Militant followers of Iron Li 
oppose their spread. Pharmaceutical shipments by armed couriers become important to changes in society.

ii: Glasses, Sub-Terran Class 4 G1/R3/A0/P0/H0
Various observers claim to see images of heavy square-rimmed spectacles on the moon's surface as an explanation for the moon's name, but 
biographers of the system's pioneer scout cast doubt on this belief, unattested anywhere in the explorer's tapes.

2 AU: Scrappy, Terran, cold, 2 moons: Tiny, Tiny
Class 4 G1/R3/A0/P0/H0



Nogb's Star, brown dwarf

●
The brown dwarf takes its name from a prominent philosopher, discovered days before his accession as spiritual guide for his planet. The Nogb 
encouraged the gesture, calling it fitting he should be commemorated by a “humble mover in the dimness”.



Nutqyloixg 14: Brown dwarf + Brown dwarf

● ●
Close binary (3 AU)

The twin brown dwarf system of Nutqyloixg 14 attracts notice within galactic civilisation, if at all, by the supposed resemblance of the sub-stars' 
patterns of turbulence bands to the main characters of a children's holo series, suggested by a Grid influencer of years past.



Ojska 64, Brown dwarf

● ● ●
●●●● ●

The brown dwarf's gravity exerts little control over planets that measure a noticeable proportion of its mass, leaving them wandering in eccentric orbits
that don't share a common plane, more akin to a multiple-star system.

Encounters approaching planets Laguna and Skerry (“Colonies and Spaceships”, d20):
1 Spaceship (scientific)
2 Spaceship (random). Ignore on subsequent visits
3-20 No encounter

0.2 AU: Gas giant, small: Laguna. Class 5 G5/R3/A1/P5/H0. 11 moons: Small, Tiny, Sub-Terran, Sub-Terran, Sub-Terran, Small, Small, Sub-Terran, 
Ring system, Tiny
A collection of satellites circling within a rippling, from a distance, ribbon-like Barrier Ring.

iii: Charcut. Class 4 G1/R3/A0/P0/H0
A typical small, barren satellite with uniform dark grey surface material.
iv: Oche. Class 2 G2/R1/A2/P3/H1
A light rusty colour
v: Limpide. Class 2 G2/R1/A1/P2/H1. Series I life (simple)
Station announcements urge caution in handling gear after a surface visit to grey-blue Limpide, as colonisation by the moon's micro-

organisms has been known to cause strange physiological effects, such as altered time perception, sleeping patterns and food cravings.
viii: Autrance. Class 3 G1/R2/A3/P1/H0
ix: Barrier Ring

1 AU: Super-Terran, cold: Skerry. Class 2 G3/R1/A1/P4/H0. Ocean (Moderate), Series II life (simple). 3 moons: Sub-Terran, Tiny, Small
Skerry's hydrocarbon seas display spiral patterns composed of billions of feathery pastel crystal blooms formed by clusters of single-celled life.

i: Eyot. Class 3 G1/R2/A3/P1/H0
Landing on the satellite is hazardous due to toxic and insidiously penetrating hydrocarbons.

Rockpool Station (Union of Sol)
Offering typical spacer services and support for occasional investigations of the system's considerable variety of low-temperature chemistry, the 



station's Culture harkens to a brief social media sensation of the 21st century. Decor follows a tropical holiday theme. Addressing the station 
inhabitants in Old Earth Russian or Nariaslavic provides a 1-step bonus to the first encounter skill check made towards them.



Pme 4, white dwarf

○
Pme 4's spectrum reveals an unusual abundance of heavy elements, suggesting that the star consumed multiple planets from its former system of 
satellites.



Tangis 27, brown dwarf

● ●
●

0.1 AU: Scarlet Shroud: Gas giant, large, Class 5 G5/R3/A1/P5/H0 10 moons: Small, Tiny, Tiny, Small, Tiny, Tiny, Terran, Small, Tiny, Small
Abandoned gas mine
Under the light of the Tangis Object nebular fragment, Independent pipe-welder Lodbrook Nils, the “Survivor of Tangis 27”, lived alone for 8 standard 
years after the former gas mining platform was wrecked by an electrical surge, on supplies for the full crew numbers and available protein. Once Nils 
was rescued and committed to psychiatric care, Tangis 27 returned to uninhabited status.

vii: Class 4 G1/R3/A0/P0/H0



Turriff's Star, brown dwarf

●
Turriff's Star is relatively large and hot for a brown dwarf, technically Class M0.



Uqyeb 85, brown dwarf and main sequence Class K

● ●
Close binary (0.7 AU)

This young and unstable system, recently coalesced in the sector's star-forming region marked by disrupted nebulae, has contracted the orbit of its 
brown dwarf companion by a factor of twenty and may see further dramatic events.



Ybim's Star, main sequence Class M and main sequence Class K

● ● ● ⁞●⁞

●

Close binary (15 AU)

0.4 AU: Cecily: Sub-terran, hot. Class 1 G2/R1/A2/P4/H4. Climate: Active, Landforms: Smooth. Nonhuman ruins, permanent colony (Independent, CL 
3, LL 5, Population 485,000), abandoned space station
Alphonse Ybim, director of the Eiluned Resettlement Program, proclaimed Cecily as a model colony for the region and the inhabitants have 
maintained or assumed such status ever since. The Constitutional Republic of Cecily sports a legislature, judiciary and executive cabinet in perfect 
miniature.
Still City and outlying settlements trade in ingenious clothing and homeware solutions for the hot, dry, dense atmospheric conditions, as well as ore 
dusts and mezcal.

The genetically engineered chinchilla cactus grows silvery silk fibres in place of spines. This plant of multiple uses persists alongside more familiar 
transplanted succulents with no large herbivores introduced to the planet.
One of the more traditional-looking growths, perhaps a bit dark-coloured, actually comprises the meatball cactus, in turn suggesting a relationship 
between succulents and nitrogen-fixers substantially altered from Earth norms.
Country dwellers report signs of development of thug bees attacking live cactus and nesting in human bodies, distant from settlements. More extreme
rumours speak of vampire cacti and cactacae.

A third of the way around the world, a silent closed city-habitat of an unknown species keeps its secrets, under its synchronously orbiting spaceport, 
mostly held to be irrelevant to the lives of sensible people and a little embarrassing to mention.
Where would all these aeons-evolved descendants of colonial lifeforms come from? What might it have to do with any active technology in the 
Unbelievable City?
And don't even talk about the time they found a mouse colony. The citizens haven't got over it, years since. 

1.5 AU: Velouria: Super-Terran, temperate. Class 3 G4/R3/A4/P4/H4, Ocean (Moderate), Landforms: Smooth.  1 moon: Tiny
Velouria's seas of crude plastic cling to the skin of unwise bathers with painful or tragic results.

Ybim B, 0.1 AU: Ring system
A spectacular orange-lit ring surrounds a deep red companion star.



Yic, main sequence Class M

●
Yic's irregular active flares draw astronomical study and alter the star's output enough to show a visible alteration in brightness from nearby systems.


